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INTRODUCING OURSELVES



Focus on active learning 
and integrating student 
voice into curriculum design

• A structured, practical, 
collaborative and creative 
approach to developing 
and evaluating curriculum 
that puts the learner at the 
centre

• Based on pedagogically-
informed research and 
evidence

• About designing for 
student engagement with 
learning tools, materials 
and communities

LEARNING DESIGN AT THE OPEN UNIVERSITY



LEARNING DESIGN 
WORKSHOPS

VISUALISING 
THE STUDENT 

JOURNEY

Creative, 
collaborative and 
consensus-driven 

approach 



LEARNING DESIGN TOOLS & APPROACHES

Visualisation of learner journey

Learner profiles Constructive alignment



LEARNING DESIGN TOOLS & APPROACHES

Activity types framework
Assimilative
Attending to information

Communicative
Discussing with others
Finding & Handling Information
Searching for and processing information

Productive
Actively constructing an artefact

Practice
Applying learning in a real-world or 
simulated setting

Assessment

All forms of assessment, 

represented as a blend of the 

five activity types

The Open University, September 2021



…you need to mix 
up the different 

activities that you 
do…for [students] 

to be engaged
(OU module team 
chair B, May 2019)

… try and 
engage the 

student as much 
as possible in 

something 
active, and also 

to take 
advantages of 

online (OU 
module team 
chair A, May 

2019)

ACTIVITY TYPES FRAMEWORK: BENEFITS TO EDUCATORS

“… to change practice, a tool must challenge rather 
than help replicate or consolidate existing practice” 
(Cross et al, 2012, p.80)

It just might 
encourage you 
to be brave and 
try new things 
(OU module 

team chair C, 
May 2019)



• Helping curriculum teams to map the student journey
• Bringing in the student voice 
• Encouraging articulation of skills

HOW ARE WE SUPPORTING DEVELOPMENT OF 
SKILLS AND ATTRIBUTES?
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DIL FRAMEWORK
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At an individual level 
we define digital 
capabilities as those 
which equip someone 
to live, learn and work 
in a digital society.

At an organisational 
level we need to look 
beyond the capabilities 
of individuals and 
consider the extent to 
which the culture and 
infrastructure of an 
institution enables and 
motivates digital 
practices.

DIGITAL CAPABILITIES
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EMPLOYABILITY FRAMEWORK
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SKILLS MAPPING
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HOW WE TEACH THE SKILLS

• Module-targeted: Live sessions/written activities
• Activity bank: for re-use and embedding in the VLE
• Live online teaching via module website
• Integrated into module content

• Standalone: Live sessions/written activities
• Live online teaching via Online rooms
• Being digital
• Facebook Q&As and live video

Accessibility:
At the OU we have around 28,000 students with declared disabilities.
Our sessions and activities are designed to be accessible for all students. 
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• Early in the first Covid-19 
lockdown we were approached 
to share our experience of 
delivering online training

• 2 sessions attended by around 
1200 librarians from around the 
world

• We covered 3 main topics
ØPart 1 Technical Considerations 

Claire Wotherspoon
ØPart 2 Designing for online

Fiona Durham
ØPart 3 Accessibility Hossam 

Kassem
• A third session on making your 

online teaching interactive was 
run in collaboration between the 
OU and Royal Holloway 
University Library 

Doing the Covid-19 pivot 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRg1cbn_cRE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOebPPZMyCU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWQRpk3DIxM


• Brings together employability, digital / 
information literacy and academic 
study skills, behaviours and attributes

• Based on Employability and DIL 
frameworks

• For use in workshops and meetings, 
to visualise development and 
progression of student skills

• Available from OU Learning Design 
blog

CURRICULUM DESIGN: SKILLS CARDS



SKILLS CARDS ONLINE



EXAMPLE FROM AN UNDERGRADUATE MODULE: 
DIGITAL SKILLS CHECK ONLINE TOOL



EXAMPLE FROM A POSTGRAD MODULE:
SELF-ASSESSMENT – WITH EMPLOYABILITY 
TOO



OPEN PRACTICE



• Partnership and collaboration between different 
stakeholders is key for a joined-up student-centred 
approach

• Frameworks can provide a shared understanding 
and starting point

• Examples really help
• Focus on what students will do to learn
• Embedding DIL into learning outcomes,  

assessment and teaching and learning activities 
(constructive alignment) results in better student 
engagement

• Motivation is all-important!

TOP TIPS FOR INTEGRATING DIGITAL AND 
INFORMATION LITERACY INTO THE 
CURRICULUM
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LINKS AND FURTHER READING 1

• Case study: shifting your IL teaching online – Hossam Kassem 
https://infolit.org.uk/case-study-shifting-your-il-teaching-online/

• Cross, S., Galley, R., Brasher, A. and Weller, M. (2012). OULDI-JISC 
Project Evaluation Report: the impact of new curriculum design tools and 
approaches on institutional process and design cultures. OULDI Project: 
http://oro.open.ac.uk/34140/1/

• Durham, Fiona and Kassem, Hossam (2019). Is there anybody there? 
Designing effective and engaging live online information literacy 
teaching. In: LILAC: the Information Literacy Conference, 24-26 Apr 2019, 
Nottingham. http://oro.open.ac.uk/61752/

• O’Sullivan, Terry (2020) Check out the digital skills check (YouTube video 
created for CABS Online Festival of Learning, Teaching & Student 
Experience, 14th September 
2020): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXmowe_PlmU

https://infolit.org.uk/case-study-shifting-your-il-teaching-online/
http://oro.open.ac.uk/34140/1/
http://oro.open.ac.uk/61752/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXmowe_PlmU
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LINKS AND FURTHER READING 2
• OU Learning Design Activity types framework, 

http://www.open.ac.uk/blogs/learning-design/wp-
content/uploads/2021/10/OU-LD-Activity-Types-Framework-October-
2021-FINAL.pdf (Creative Commons BY-NC-SA)

• OU Library training events https://www.open.ac.uk/library/training-and-
events

• OU Library YouTube channel: Generic session recordings with captions 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL20X7gnosgTKTCHTv9h3us44
Q80PXUINE

• Reedy, K. and Parker, J. (eds) (2018) Digital literacy unpacked. London: 
Facet Publishing.

• Reedy, K. (2021) Learning from practice: refreshing the OU activity 
types framework: http://www.open.ac.uk/blogs/learning-design/?p=1280
(blog post)

• Skills cards for digital and information literacy, employability 
and academic skills (Creative Commons BY-NC-
SA): http://www.open.ac.uk/blogs/learning-design/ (go to the 
Resources section)

http://www.open.ac.uk/blogs/learning-design/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/OU-LD-Activity-Types-Framework-October-2021-FINAL.pdf
https://www.open.ac.uk/library/training-and-events
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL20X7gnosgTKTCHTv9h3us44Q80PXUINE
http://www.open.ac.uk/blogs/learning-design/?p=1280
http://www.open.ac.uk/blogs/learning-design/


Any questions?
Katharine.Reedy@open.ac.uk @KathR

Jo.Parker@open.ac.uk @JoParkery

@OU_Library
@OU_LD_Team

OULibrary OU Library

OU Learning Design blog: 
http://www.open.ac.uk/blogs/learning-design/


